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Gear Shaving Basics - Part II

D n OUf last i tie. we covered the
basic principles of gear shaving
and preparauon or parts for
shaving. In thi is ue, we will

cover shaving methods, de ign principle
and cutter mOllnting teclilnique.

Shaving Methods
There are four basic method for rotary

having external pur and helical gears:
axial or convenlional. diagonal •.Illn,gentiill
or underpass and plunge. Th principle
difference between the variou methods is
the direction of reciprocation (traverse) 0

the wort:. through and under the tool.
Axial or CO.llventional: Axial shaving

(Fig. I.) is widely used in low and medi-
um production operations. II is the most
economical method for shaving wide
face width gears. In this method. the tra-
verse path is along the axi of the work
gear: The number of stroke may vary
with theamount 'of stock to be removed.
The length of traverse is determined by
the face width of the work. For best
results. the length of traverse should be
approximately 11]6" greater than the
face width of the work, allowing miai-
mum overtravel at each end of the work:
face. In axial having, in order 'to induce
lead crown (Fig.. 2)" it is necessary to
rock the machine table by II e of the
built-in crowning mechani m.

Diagonal: In diagonal . having. the
traverse palh is at an angl to the gear
axi (Fig. 3). Diagonal having i used
primarily in medium and high. produc-
tion operations. This method can reduce
shaving times by as much as 50%.

In diagonal shaving, the urn of the
traver e angle and the coo ed axe angle
is limited to approximately 55° unless
differential type serrations, are used; oth-
erwise, the serrations win track. The rel-
ative face width of the gear and the
shaving cutter have an impo.l1.aJIt rela-
lionshiip with the diagonal traverse
angle. A wide face width work gear and
a narrow shav~ng cutter re trier the diag-
onal traverse to a' mall angle. Increasing
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the cuner face width. permits an increase
in the diagonal angle. The gear teeth can
be crowned by rocking the machine
table, provided the sum of the traverse
angle and cro axes angle doe n t

exceed 55°.
When using higb diagonal angle , it

is preferable to grind a rever e crown
(hollow), in the lead of the having mol.
In most cases. the diagonal traver e
angle will vary from 30° to ,60° Loobtain
optimllm condjtion of cutting peed and

i work: gear quality.
With diagonal traverse having. the

center line of the crossed axes is 1I0t

reo tricted to 3J single position on the cut-
ter" as it is, in conventional shaving. but is
migrated across the cutler face, 'evening
out the wear. Con equent1y,cutter life i
extended. Allhough conventional hav-
ing requires a. number of table strokes.
each Willi its increment of upfecd, diag-
onal shaving of finer pitch gears may be
done in just two strokes with no upfeed
and a fixed center distance between cut-
ter and work. An automatic upfeed
mechanism on the shaving machine
materially enlarges the scope of ,diagonal
having by also makiag it available for

multi-stroke operations. This device
feeds the work into the cutter in a series
of small. increment, instead of two large
increments, further increa ing cutler life.
WI also makes the process feasible for
gears requiring more stock removal than
CM be handled on a two-stroke cycle.
When upfeed is completely automatic,
there can be no danger ofan error in
electing feed rates. Inasmuch as the

cycle start and stop in a po ition of
maximum backlash, loading and unload-
ing can be vel)' fast.

Taflge.ntial or Unde.rpass: In the tan-
gential (underpass) method of shaving
(Fig. 4), the traverse path of the work is
perpendicular to its axis. Tangential hav-
ing is used primarily ill high prodllction
operations and i ideaUy uited for shav-
ing gears with restricting boulder ..

I~g'.,,- Tanglntial 'shaving '(umlarp.Bssl.

When u in8 thi method!, the serrations on
the cutler mu t be of the differential ty:pe.
ALo. !he face widlh of the cutter mu t be
wid rthan that of the work gear.

Pllmge.: Plunge having (Fig. 5) is
used :in high production operations. In
this method. the work gear is Fed into th
having cutter with no table reeiproea-
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tion, The shaving cutter must have dif-
ferential type serrations or cutting action

will be impaired. To obtain a crowned
lead on the work:, a reverse crown or hol-
low must be ground into. the shaving cut-
ter lead. In all cases of plunge shaving,
the face width of the shaving tool must
be greater than that of the work gear. The

primary advantage of plunge shaving is
its very short cycle time.

Shaving Internal Gears
Internal. gears can be shaved on spe-

cial machines on which the work: drives

the cutter or by internal cutter head

attachments 0.11 external shavers.
Because of rue crossed-axes relation-

ship between the cutter and the work
gear i.1I internal shaving, the cutter re-

quires a slight amount of crown in the

teeth to avoid interference with the work
gear teeth. Crowniag of the teeth on
gears over 3/4'" wide is best achieved by
a rocking action of the work head simi-

lar to the rocking table action used in
external gear shaving.

When internal gears are 3/4" wide or
less, or wheeinterference limits the work:
reciprocation and crossed-axes angle,
plunge shaving can be used. In this
method,the cutter has differential serra-

tions and is plunge fed. upward into the

work. If lead crown is desired on the work
gear, a reverse crowned cutter is used.

The Shaving Cutter
Rotary shaving cutters are high preci-

sion, hardened and ground, high speed

steel generating tools held to. Class "A"
and "AA" tolerances in all their principle
elements ..The gashes in the shaving cutter
extend the fulJ length of the tooth, termi-
nating in a clearance space at the bottom,
These clearance spaces provide unrestrict-
edchannels for a constant. flow of coolant
to promptly dispose of chips. They also
permit a uniform. depth of serration
penetration and increase cutter life,

The shaving cutter is rotated at high
speeds up 'to. 400 and more surface feet
per minute. Feed is fine, and the tool
contact zone is restricted. Cutter life

depends on several factors: operating
speed, feed, material and hardness of the
work gear, its required tolerances, type
of coolant and the size ratio. of cutter to
work gear.
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Design

Rotary gear shaving cutters are de-
signed in much the same manner as other
helieal involute gears. The serrations 011

the tooth profiles, inconjunetion with. th.e
crossing of the axes orlbe cutter and the
work gear, make ita cutting tool In.
designing rotary gear shaving cutters. the
following points must be considered:

• Normal diametral pitch and normal
pressure angle mu t be the same as those
of the gears to be shaved.

"Helix angle is chosen to give a.
desired crossed-axes angle between the
cutterand wane The crossed-axis is the
difference between the helix angle of the
shaving cutter and the work gear, The
desired range is from 5_~5a.

• The number of teeth i chosen to
give the required pilc'h diameter. consid-
ering helix angle and diametral pitch,
Hunting tooth conditionaend machine
capacity are also impcnant factors.

o Tooth thickness of the cutter is select-
ed '1.0 provide for optimum operating con-
ditions throughout the life of the tool.

o The addendum i always calculated
so the shaving cutter win finish 'the gear
profile slighdy below the Jowestpoint of
contact with the mating gear, Tile tooth
thickness and the addendum of the cutter
are not necessarily given to the theoreti-
cal pitch diameter.

• Cutter serrations are lands and gash-
es in the involute profile of the tool. They
extend. froml1Je top to the bottom of the
tooth. dearing into a relief hole at. its
base. The wi.dlh or size i determined by
'the work: gear to be shaved. Differential
serrations with a control lead are pro-
duced on shaving cutters, used for plunge
shav:ing and diagonal with the traverse
angle over 55°.

• The involute profile of' the shaving
cutter tooth is not always, .31 true mvclute.
Very often. it. must be modified to produce
the desired involute form or modifications
in the profile of the gears being shaved.

Sharpening Shaving Cutters
The shaving cutter, Ime other tools.

dulls with use. mn harpening, minimum
stock is removed on the tooth faces. With
normal dullness. the re harpening opera-
tion usually reduces the tooth thickness
approximately 0.005", An excessively

dun or damaged tool must reground unW
alltraces of dullness or damage are gone.

The number of sharpenings varies
with pitch and available depth of its ser-
rations. Usually a cutter can be sharpened
until the depth of its serrations has been
reduced to 0,006" - 0.012",

Sbaving Ma.chines
Rotary gear shaving machines are

manufactured in various configurations.
'Gears smaller than one inch and as large
as 200 inches require different approach-
es, Rotary gear shaving uses a shaving
machine which has a motor-driven cutter
and a reciprocating work table. The cut-
ter head is adjustable to obtain the
desired crossed axis relationship with the
work. The work carried between center
is driven by the cutter, MaclIines ranging
From mechanical ones having one CNC
axis to those with a full five CNC axes
are available.

During the shaving cycle, the work is
reciprocated and ted incrementally into
the cutter with each stroke of the table,
The number of infeedsand strokes is
dependent upon the method used and the
amount of stock to be removed ..

The Ma.chine Setup
Mounting ,tile Work Gea»: The work

gear should be shaved from the same
locating points or surfaces used inthe
pre-shave operation. It should also be
checked from these same surfaces.
Locating faces must be clean. parallel
and square with the gear bore. Gears
with splined bores may be located from
Ihe major diameter. pitch diameter or
minor diameter, When having form cen-
ters. the true center angle should be
qualified, and the surfaces should be free
of nicks, scale and burrs, Locating points
of work arbors and fixtures should be
held within a tolerance of .0002". The
arbor sheuldfit the gear hole snugly.
Headland tailstock centers should IUn
within .0002" for dependable results.
Gears should be shaved from their own
centers whenever possible. If this is not
possible. rigid. hardened and ground
arbor having large safety center should
be used (Fig. 6).

Integral tooling is another popular
method of holding the workpiece. espe-
cially in high production, This consists

of hardened and gI"oundptugs instead of
centers (Fig.7) mounted 01'1 the head and
tailstock. These plugs are ea iJy

I detached an~ replaced when ne~es ary.
'I They locate 111 the bore and against the

face of the gear. [tis therefore e ential
, that the gear faces be quare and bore

teferances field (0 a sure a good slip fit
on the plugs,

Mounting tbe Cutter
Great care i.s required in handling the

having cutter. The slighte t bump may
nick a tooth, Until the cutter is placed on
its spindle, il. should lie flal. and away
from other objects, The cutter spindle
and spacers should be thoroughly
cleaned andthe spindle checked before

! the cutter is mounted. Tllep.indle shouldl run within .0002" on the O.D. and ..0001"
! on the flange, full indicator reading.
! After mounting, the cutter face should

be indicated to check mounting accuracy.
Face runout should not exceed .0008" for
a 12" diameter cutler, ..10006" for a 9"
diameter cutter or .0004" for a 7" cutter,

Feeds and Speeds
Shaving cutter spindle speeds will

vary with the gear material hardness.
finish and size of part. Normally, when
usinga 7-inch cutter on a 10-pitch gear
having a 3-:inch pitch diameter, spindle
speed will be approximately 2000rpm, or
using a 9-inch cutter, 160 rpm. This
speed, figured on the pitch circle, is
approximately 400 surface feet per
minute. which in most cases produces
good results.

The following are formulas for deter-
mining cutler and gear speeds (in rpms):
Cutter rpm '" Desired Surface fpm

Cutler Diameter (in,) l!. It

1.2
Gear rpm =

Cutter rpm x No, of Teeth in Cutter
No, of Teeth in Gear

For conventional shaving. about ,OW"
per revolution of the gear isa good start-
ing point and becomes a factor in the fol-
lowing formula:

Table Feed Rale ;;;
.010 x Gear rpm

For diagonal shaving, an "effe live
feed rate" of approximately 0,040" per
revolution of the gear is a good starting
point. Bffecuve feed rate is the peed at
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which the point of crossed axes
migrate across the face of the gear and
the shaving cutter. The following is the
formula for determining the table tra-
verse rate (iprn) to produce an .040"
effective feed rate:

Table Traverse Rate (ipm)
= 0.040 x Gear Il'ID

Rf

These suggested feed rates may be
varied depending on individual operating
conditions. If higher production is
desired, the table feed rate can be
increased, but this may resuh in some

Rr=
Sine Traverse Angle + Cosine of
Tangent Crossed-

Axes Angle
Traverse Angle
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Fig', 5 - Plunge shaving',

Fig. 6,- ,Gearsshould Ibe shaved from their own
eemers" !bDl if tJ'tis i .!001 possible" hardened lind
groundl arbors having large :safely ,canters should
be !!sed~

Fig. 7 - Integral tooling is another popular
method ot hu'ldingUte workpiece.

sacrifice in qaabty of tooth f nish, Where
surface finish is very important, as with
aviation and marine gears, table feeds are
reduced below the amounts indicated. In
some cases, notably large tractorapplica-
lions, feeds considerably in excess of
those indicated are used. 0
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